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Abstract
Cloud is a dominant player in information technology in recent years. In order to meet the increasing demand
of computing and storage resources, infrastructure cloud providers are deploying planet scale data centers
across the world. These data centers consists stupendous number of servers. These data centers incur very high
investments in operational cost, maintenance cost and networking facilities. Because of the huge energy usage,
such data centers leave large amount of carbon footprints and thus have adverse effects on the environment.
As a result maximum resource utilization and energy consumption are becoming crucial issues to make cloud
computing more successful. Intelligent virtual machine migration and consolidation are the primary means to
address these issues. However during migration the system integrity and confidentiality of data may be affected.
In order to overcome the security issues, this paper proposes a security aware virtual machine migration
method. An optimal cryptography algorithm is proposed. This is a combination of sanitization algorithm and
orthogonal learning particle swarm optimization (OLPSO) algorithm. This algorithm is used to generate the
key and to increase the confidentiality of the migrated data. The performance of the proposed methodology is
analyzed and compared in terms of different evaluation metrics.
Keywords: - Security, migration, OLPSO, sanitization, energy consumption, cloud computing, virtual machine.
1. Introduction
Virtual machine migration selects an active virtual machine (VM) and moves it from one physical machine to another.
This migration must be transparent to the guest operating system, applications running on the operating system, and
to the remote clients of the VM [1]. The migration of VMs can be divided into two different type static migration and
live migration. Live migration is the transition of a VM from the source server to the destination server without halting
both servers. Keeping the service uninterruptedly is the key requirement for many applications. Live migration is used
to achieve load balancing, energy efficiency and easy hardware maintenances [2]. There are several factors that
prevent a VM with protected processes running inside from being migrated straightforwardly [3]. VM can be deployed
and run on the host machine in a cloud environment. It is easy to migrant VMs between host machines [4]. VM
migration is an administrative tool supported by much virtualization software like XEN, VMWARE, KVM, HyperV, etc. These provide flexible migration and management of VMs.
Migration of VMs is a useful tool in data centers and cloud environments in which a virtual machine is migrated from
one storage location to another for the sake of load balancing or in a scenario where hardware failure is imminent [5].
VMs are utilized to run users applications. With the use of virtualization unutilized resources of physical machines
could be additionally utilized by another VM to accelerate the task execution as well as resource utilization [6].So one
of the possible approaches for reducing management complexity is to deploy virtualization. In this approach,
applications run on virtual servers that are constructed using VMs, and one or more virtual servers are mapped onto
each physical server in the system. The migration manager employs provisioning techniques to determine the resource
needs of overloaded VMs and uses a greedy algorithm to determine a sequence of moves or swaps to migrate
overloaded VMs to under loaded servers [7]. VMs not only provide efficient and secure computing resource containers
but also can be migrated smoothly among multiple physical machines. Live migration of virtual machines has been a
strong management tool in the multiple VM based environment [8].
Migration at the level of an entire VM means that active memory and execution state is transferred from the source to
the destination. Live migration mitigates this problem by allowing administrators to move VMs with little interruption
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[9]. The metadata scatter across multiple modules in the VM. They are not part of the migrating VM but describe
runtime contexts of protected processes and should be migrated along with the VM. The live migration of VMs
imposes even more challenges as the procedure is more complex and may introduce additional security vulnerabilities.
As is the nature of VM live migration, VMs are still running while the migration is in the process [10]. VMs allow
users to create, copy, save (checkpoint), read and modify, share, migrate and roll back the execution state of machines
with all the ease of manipulating a file [11]. Virtualization is an emerging technology that abstracts the physical
resources of a computing platform into many separate logical resources or computing environments. Each of the
separated virtual computing environments is called a VM [12]. When a VM migrates, filtering rules should be
reconfigured at source and destination locations and state related information (e.g. existing connections) stored by
state full security appliances and called security context, should be correctly moved to the destination appliances [13].
In this paper we propose a secure virtual machine migration to increase the confidentiality of the data and reduce
power consumption. Initially the load of each VM is calculated and depends on load VMS are migrated. In the process
of migration the data may get lost. To reduce the security issues data are securely transferred with the help of new
proposed optimal cryptography algorithm. Then the performance is evaluated with the help of different metrics. The
main contributions of the work are presented here:
 For better security optimal sanitization algorithm is utilized which in turn increases the security of the data.
 For key value optimization OLPSO algorithm is utilized for strongly reducing the information loss.
 The performance is analyzed in terms of encryption time, decryption time, make span and energy
consumption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed methodology based research papers are analyzed in section
2 and the proposed methodology is discussed in section 3. The experimental results analyzed in section 4 and
conclusion part is presented in section 5.
2. Related Work
A lot of researchers developed secure VM migration for energy consumption in cloud. Among them some of the works
are analyzed here. Nawfal et al. [14] presented a task scheduling algorithm. That was able to lower the power
consumption and reduces the total data center load. The algorithm uses the tasks deadline and VMs load as parameters
for scheduling algorithm. The main aim of their work is to reduce the problem of power consumption in data centers
and to enhance the load balancing simultaneously. Cloud computing is basically the approach of offering services
through their data centers. These data centers need huge amount of power if they are in the peak load or if the tasks
are not distributed efficiently in their machines.
Getzi Jeba Leelipushpam Paulraj et al. [15] presented a resource aware VM migration technique. By applying the
rule of clustering the servers immediate change in the environment can be identified. By considering the job arrival
rate and resource utilization of the destination server the proper target server is selected. Their proposed technique is
implemented in cloud platform running analytics on smart agriculture application. The evaluation results show that
the proposed method outperforms the state of art techniques in terms of the number of migrations, energy utilization
and migration time. It was also demonstrated in real-time that the proposed migration technique does not affect the
application functionalities
Getzi Jeba Leelipushpam Paulr et al [16] derived a combined forecasting technique to predict the resource requirement
of any VM in the cloud. Based on the current and predicted resource utilization live migration is performed by the
Combined Forecast Load-Aware technique (CFLA). Experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the
proposed technique on live VM migration. The outcomes indicate that the proposed approach has minimum number
of migrations, energy usage and message overhead when compared with the existing state-of-art techniques.
Clément Dévigne et al [17] explained an architecture allowing the execution of fully virtualized multi core operating
systems benefiting of hardware cache coherence. The physical isolation is made by the means of address space via the
introduction of a light hardware module similar to a memory management unit at the network-on-chip entrance but
without the drawback of relying on a page table.
Mostafa Noshy et al [18] presented a better understanding of the live migration of VMs and its main approaches.
Specifically it focuses on reviewing state-of-the-art optimization techniques devoted for developing live VM
migration according to memory migration. It reviews, discusses, analyzes and compares these techniques to realize
their optimization and their challenges. The work also highlights the open research issues that necessitate further
investigation to optimize the process of live migration for VMs.
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Ming Zhao and Renato J. Figueiredo et al [19] described about the VM based resource reservation problem that is the
reservations of CPU, memory and network resources for individual VM instances, as well as for VM clusters. In
particular it considers the scenario where one or several physical servers need to be vacated to start a cluster of VMs
for dedicated execution of parallel jobs. VMs provide a primitive for transparently vacating workloads through
migration. However the process of migrating several VMs is time consuming and needs to be estimated. To achieve
this goal the paper seeks to provide a model that can characterize the VM migration process and predict its performance
based on a comprehensive experimental analysis.
Qiang Huang et al [20] explained a power consumption evaluation on the effects of live migration of VMs. Results
show that the power overhead of migration was much less in the scenario of employing the strategy of consolidation
than the regular deployment without using consolidation. The results are based on physical server, the power of which
was a linear model of CPU utilization percentage.
3. Proposed secure virtual machine migration Methodology
VM migration is mainly used for providing high availability, hardware maintenance, workload balancing and fault
takeover in Cloud environment. Migration is one of the useful features of Virtualization technology which is used to
transfer a VM from one physical server to another or from one data centre to another. However it is vulnerable to
active and passive security attacks during the migration process, which makes IT industry hesitant to accept this feature
in Cloud. Compromising on VM migration process may result in Denial of Service (DOS) attacks, loss of data integrity
and confidentiality. To cater different attacks such as unauthorized injecting malicious code on VM disk, the cloud
providers store the information in encrypted form. Therefore security of VM migration along encryption becomes
necessary. To solve this issue the proposed method consider security aware VM migration through optimal
cryptography algorithm. Optimal cryptography is a combination of sanitization algorithm and Orthogonal Learning
Particle Swarm Optimization (OLPSO) algorithm. The proposed optimal cryptography algorithm will increase the
confidentiality of the migrated data. Flow diagram of the implemented method is shown in fig.1.

Fig.1 Flow diagram of implemented method
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Consider a cloud network containing n number of Physical machines (PMs) and each PM consists of m number of
VMs. Each task T is randomly assigned to a different VM. In this paper the objective function is based on VM
components such as energy, migration cost, and memory utilization. The problem can be formulated by using equation
(1).
FitnessFun ction  Min1 E    2 MC   3 M 
(1)
Where E is energy efficiency, MC is Migration Cost, M is memory utilized.
Depends on this fitness function the tasks moves to another VM. As a result the migration of VM happens and data
should be secured. So the proposed method designed for secure VM migration scheme with the help of optimal
cryptography algorithm.
3.1 Sanitization algorithm
The proposed optimal cryptography algorithm is used to increase the confidentiality of the migrated data. Here the
sanitization algorithm and OLPSO algorithm is combined for more security. The optimal sanitization process is given
in figure 2. The detailed explanation of optimal cryptography algorithm is described beneath.

Figure 2: Optimal sanitization process

3.1.1 Sanitization
Sanitization is an important privacy measure when releasing and sharing sensitive datasets. Data Sanitization is a type
of information sanitization whose intention is to protect privacy. It is the process of encrypting sensitive information
from data sets so that the people whom the data describe remain anonymous. It has been defined as technology that
converts clear text data into a nonhuman readable and irreversible form.
For example, sanitization is a mathematical operation on two functions D and  , producing encrypted data
that is typically viewed as a modified version of one of the original functions. Let D (t ) and  (t ) be two functions.
The sanitization of

Dab and  ab , denoted by E a*b is given by:
E a*b  D ab   ab 

(2)

E a*b  Encrypted Data or Sanitized Data

Dab  Original Data

 ab  Key
a  b  Size of matrix
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From the above process, the input task is encrypted and then the migration process is done in the proposed method. In
the proposed sanitization process, the key is generated for all data. Initially random prime numbers K i   K1 , K 2 ,....K n 
are selected for a key generation process. In order to secure the data the suggested method has to select the optimal
key or best key. For that purpose, orthogonal learning particle swarm optimization (OLPSO) algorithm is used to
generate optimal key for each input data.
3.1.2 Orthogonal Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (OLPSO) Algorithm
OLPSO is mainly concentrated on three main components of the algorithm such as personal best experience, the global
best experience and the worst experience of the respective particles. In OLPSO the particle u is spread in a dimensional
space. Each particle u is associated with respective position and velocity. The current state of velocity is Au and the
current position vector is Bu. The vectors Au and Bu are modified randomly and updated in the following equations.
(3)
Au*   Au  c1 r1 ( Pu  Bu )  c 2 r2 ( Pn  Bu )
Bu*  Bu  Au

(4)

  Inertia weight.
c1 and c2 

Randomly selected value which is fixed to be 2.0.
r1 and r2  Random value consistently generated inside the interval [0, 1].
Pu  Personal best position.
Pn  Position of neighborhood particle.

OLPSO combines information

Pu and Pn to form a better guidance vector PG . To form an enhanced guidance
vector PG the original PSO can be adapted with an Orthogonal Learning approach that joins information of Pu and
Pn . The particle’s flying velocity is
(5)

Au  Au  cr ( PG  Bu )

The guidance vector

PG is constructed for each particle u .
Po  Pu  Pn

(6)

Where

Pu  Personal best position

Pn Neighborhood’s best position
  Stands for cooperative operation
3.1.3 Step by step process of key generation using optimal cryptography.
For security purpose the optimal sanitization approach is used. Sanitization process is used for encryption process and
for key generation process optimization algorithm is utilized. The step by step process of key generation is explained
below.
Initialization: The position of the candidate solution is initialized in a d dimensional space vector. In this approach
random prime numbers or private keys are considered as the candidate solutions in the range [1, n-1]. It can be
initialized as follows.
Y k t   Y k 1t , Y k 2 t ,.....Y k d t 
(7)





Y k d t  - is the population of the solutions in the dth dimension vector. The population of this algorithm at iteration‘t’

is considered as follows.







Y t   y 1t , y 2 t ,..... y n t 

(8)

Where y n t represent the position of the ith candidate in the solutions.
Fitness evaluation: To evaluate the optimal solution the fitness value is to be calculated for the initialized solutions.
For optimal key selection the fitness is defined based on the throughput
of solution in this approach. The throughput
of the solution is defined as the ratio between the size of the plaintext in bytes and the encryption time in seconds. It
can be calculated as follows.
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T k t  

Size of plain text
Encryption time

(9)

Where T k t  represents the throughput of the kth solution. Using equation (10) fitness function of the solution is
calculated.
(10)
Fitk t   MaxT k t 
The solution with the maximum fitness value is selected as the optimal solution. Then the best and worst fitness of the
solutions or populations is sorted. Each solution is updated until finding the optimal solution.
After the fitness calculation each particle is updated their velocities and positions according to (11) and (12).
Au  Au  cr ( PG  Bu )
(11)
Bu*  Bu  Au

(12)
Termination: The above process is stopped until finding the optimal solution or private key (KOptimal) from the initial
solution. Once the optimal solution is attained the algorithm will be terminated.
Based on the above process the optimal key values are generated. Then the resultant output is fed to the cryptography
process. The proposed cryptography method is a mathematical way of combining data and optimal key to form an
encrypted data. During migration the virtual machine sends the input data and the optimal key value to the sanitization
process.
3.2 Migration
After the encryption process the VM is migrated to under loaded host in which we can able to save the energy.
4. Result and discussion
In the proposed methodology experimental results are analyzed and performance is analyzed in terms of different
evaluation metrics. The proposed approach is implemented in JAVA.
4.1.1 Experimental results based on security process
For the encryption process the optimal cryptography algorithm is utilized which is a combination of sanitization
algorithm and OLPSO. Sanitization is used to encrypt the data and OLPSO is used for key generation process. The
best key is selected with the help of fitness function. The maximum throughput is considered as the fitness function.

(a)
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(c)
Figure 3. Time analysis for security model (a) encryption time (b) decryption time and (c) Execution time.

Figure 3 shows the time analysis for security models. In the proposed security model the graph is drown for encryption
time, decryption time and execution time based on data sizes. Evaluated the performance in different data sizes such
as 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. The proposed approach is taken minimum time to encrypt data compared to other two
algorithms. Similarly in figure 3(b) the performance of decryption time is analyzed. For security, in this paper optimal
sanitization approach is utilized. In this key optimization OLPSO algorithm is used. OLPSO algorithm speeds up the
execution process. So that, we took minimum time to execute the security process. When analyzing figure 3(c) it
clearly understands the proposed approach is taken minimum time to complete the process.

Figure 4:Throughput Vs. Epoch

The objective analysis of optimization appears in figure 4 by shifting the number epoch, the most extreme throughput
is 40Mbps/sec in 100 Epoch of Swarm optimization process. This is plotted regarding time period.
4.1.2 Experimentation results based on the migration process
Migration process consumes the energy of the system. The process is evaluated in terms of different metrics namely
make span and energy consumption. The good system provides the less make span and energy consumption.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.Comparison of make span of the system using different algorithms (a) number of VM is fixed and task varies (b) number of task is fixed
and VM varies.

Figure 6: Comparison of energy consumption by varying number of tasks

In figure 5(a) the number of VM is set to 50, and the number of tasks increases from 10 to 100 in the gap of 100. Here,
the x-axis represents the number of task and y-axis represents the make span. As the number of task increases make
span also increases. In figure 5(b) the number of task is set to 100, and the number of VM increases from 10 to 100 in
the gap of 10. When analyzing the proposed method attains the minimum make span compared to other methods.
Moreover, a comparison of energy consumption of the system by varying number of task is given in figure 6. The xaxis represents the number of task and y-axis represents the energy consumption. As the number of task increases
energy also increases. From the results it is clearly understood that the proposed algorithm got better performance
compared to other methods.
5. Conclusion
Energy efficient secure virtual machine migration using optimal cryptography method has been introduced in this
paper. For security purpose the data migrated data has been migrated with the help of optimal sanitization approach.
The key value of sanitization algorithm has been selected with the help of OLPSO algorithm. The mathematical
explanation of OLPSO and sanitization algorithms has been explained properly. The experimental results are analyzed
in terms of different metrics. Compared to the existing algorithms the proposed method attain the minimum make
span and energy consumption. As a future scope this findings can be implemented in real time data.
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